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4. An Unimaginable Community: 
The SS Idea of a ‘Greater Germanic Reich’  

and the German Minority in Denmark 

Steffen Werther 
 
During the early decades of the twentieth century, the emergence of 
scientific racial theory combined with the German Reich’s general 
enthusiasm for everything Germanic and Nordic contributed to what in 
Germany was termed the ‘Nordic Idea’ (Nordischer Gedanke). The concept 
included the notion that the Völker of the ‘Nordic Race’ shared a com-
munity of fate. Leading National Socialists such as Heinrich Himmler, 
Alfred Rosenberg, and Walther Darré seized upon the idea and developed it 
further. Himmler transformed the SS into the most influential and con-
sistent advocate of the resultant ‘Greater Germanic Idea’ (großgermanische 
Idee). The creation of a Reich of ‘Germanic Völker’ was among its primary 
goals. This became a problem for the populations of countries which the 
Germans, and, by extension, the SS occupied, not least because of Himm-
ler’s determination to recruit and educate other ‘Germanics’ in, for 
example, Scandinavia, for his international Waffen-SS (Wegner 2006). 

In terms of practical implementation the ideology was dependent on the 
idea of ‘race’ as the unifying ground for the Greater Germanic common-
wealth. But the Greater Germanic Reich ran aground on the contradiction 
between two fundamental national-socialist constructions: that of ‘race’ 
(Rasse), and that of the (national) sovereignty of a ‘people’ (Volk). Many 
groups and parties in what were seen as Germanic countries found 
national-socialist ideas attractive, but were worried about the Greater Ger-
manic Idea’s threat to national sovereignty. The supra-national aspect of the 
project often led them to reject the offer of racial unification. They were 
wary of what they saw as camouflaged German imperialism, a threat to their 
nation’s independence. 
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This chapter examines the antagonism between Volk sovereignty and racial 
community. However, the focus is not on the main subjects of this idea, that 
is, the Norwegians and Danes – and first and foremost, Norwegian and 
Danish Nazis – but on the only German minority group living in Scandi-
navia: that of Denmark’s North Schleswig.1 This minority, finding 
themselves on the ‘wrong’ side of the German–Danish border after the 
Versailles plebiscite in 1920, had long sought for a border revision – that is, 
to move the border north again, allowing them to reunite with the Reich. 
Ironically, the occupation of Denmark by the German army did little to 
advance their cause. On the contrary: they were called on to suppress this, 
their key demand. No revision of the border was made, even after the 
German occupation in 1940. 

The primary sources for this study are so-called Schulungsbriefe (a sort of 
in-house didactic pamphlet) published between 1940 and 1945 by the 
German minority’s National Socialist German Workers’ Party of North 
Schleswig (Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Arbeiter Partei – Nordschleswig 
or NSDAP-N). The NSDAP-N, which was the minority’s only political 
party, was led by veterinarian Jens Möller. The Schulungsbriefe contained 
guidelines for the training and education of full party members. Such 
(re)education had become necessary because some of the German minority 
organisation’s fundamental political positions, such as those concerning 
relations to the Danish National Socialists and the issue of border revision, 
were being criticised by authorities in Germany. The German minority 
leadership had been instructed by the local representative of the German 
Foreign Office (Auswärtiges Amt) and the SS Ethnic German Liaison Office 
(Volksdeutsche Mittelstelle, VoMi) that the NSDAP-N would have to induce 
its member base to follow a new political course – otherwise, there would be 
serious complications.  

In this article, I analyse how the German minority leadership read, 
challenged, and manipulated the SS’s concept of the Greater German Com-
munity, with particular attention to the use of the concepts race and Volk. 
My thesis is that Denmark’s German minority was, in fact, placed in a 
politically and ideologically difficult situation when the Germans occupied 
Denmark and it became necessary to cooperate with the SS. Paradoxically, 
the SS’s celebration of Germanic racial identity posed a threat to the 
minority leadership’s political goals, to the minority’s identity, and, in the 
end, to the minority’s existence. Minority leaders sought to maintain what 

 
1 The Danish term for North Schleswig is Sønderjylland (South Jutland).  
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could be called a völkisch line, that is, a ‘we are Germans and because of that, 
where we live is part of Germany – and should be within German state bor-
ders’. This was the only attitude that would not alienate their followers. 
However, they were in no position to refuse outright the demands and 
requests for alternative attitudes emanating from the SS. They had, as a 
result, to show a certain amount of ideological and political flexibility. 

The period of German occupation has always been a focal point of 
Danish history-writing (for comprehensive overviews see, e.g., Poulsen 
2002; Christensen, Lund, Olesen, and Sørensen 2005). The role played by 
the German minority, including the matters mentioned above, has received 
its share of attention. My source material, however, makes possible a more 
detailed understanding of and hence provides insights into the close links 
between, on one side, National Socialism’s political praxis and ideology and, 
on the other, the very specific manner in how this relationship was handled 
in the region. 

In his pioneer study of the German minority and German border policy 
between 1933 and 1939 Sven Tägil (1970) stressed that the National 
Socialist ideal of ‘Nordic race’ affected the border policy. Because of this 
ideal, Schleswig was treated as something of a special case, which made it 
difficult for the ethnic-nationalist confrontation course preferred by the 
German minority to assert itself. According to Tägil, ideological con-
siderations played a role here. So did the German Foreign Office, which, 
entirely focused on foreign relations, was concerned with preventing a 
deterioration of Germany’s relationship to Denmark, a rift of which 
England could take advantage.  

In a seminal text, Henrik Skov Kristensen (2004), who concentrates on 
the border question in the days following the German occupation of Den-
mark, tries to answer why the border had not been changed. He points out 
that the German acceptance of the otherwise despised ‘Versailles border’ had 
been guaranteed in a German memorandum of 9 April 1940. In this memo-
randum, accepted “under protest” by the Danish government, Germany 
promised to respect Denmark’s territorial integrity in return for the Danish 
capitulation. Kristensen has also published a biographical article on the 
German minority leader Jens Möller, in which he discusses, among other 
things, Möller’s inner conflict – torn between wanting to pursue active 
border-revision politics while being duty-bound to obey instructions to the 
contrary emanating from Germany and especially the SS (Kristensen 2008; 
for the political organisation of the minority, see Becker-Christensen 2003). 
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In his classic work on the history of the minority during the German 
occupation of 1940–45, Johan Peter Noack (1974) also discusses the Greater 
Germanic Idea. Noack claims that in fact there was sporadic evidence of 
‘Greater Germanic’ fantasies on German decision-making, but that these 
were limited to the period between New Year 1939 and Autumn 1940. 
Noack assumes that the Greater Germanic Idea was, after the occupation of 
Denmark and Norway, primarily used to obscure the power-political 
violation. However, Noack does not underestimate the influence of the 
Greater Germanic Idea when it comes to the SS. On the contrary, he 
identifies this idea as key for recruitment of Danes to the Waffen-SS. Noack 
believes that because the SS depended on the Danish Nazi party for its 
Danish recruits, it often attempted to interfere in the politics of the minority 
leaders. Again, the German minority might feel frustrated as its völkisch 
border-revision policy, which would have harmed the SS’s cooperation with 
the Danish Nazis, was routinely suppressed. 

Background: The ‘Nordic minority’ 

In the plebiscite of 1920, codified in the Versailles treaty, 75 per cent of the 
population of North Schleswig had voted for accession to Denmark. As a 
consequence, about 30,000 German North Schleswigians became a minority 
in Denmark. The highest goal of this group’s interest organisations was to 
safe-guard ‘German culture’, German real estate (Boden), and to bring 
about a border revision. 

After 1933 the German Nazis had important political and military 
reasons for not acting on this issue, but there were also ideological factors 
inherent in the Greater Germanic ideology. From the perspective of race, as 
defined by Nazi thinkers, the German border to Denmark was the only 
Versailles border that divided two Germanic territories, and North 
Schleswig held the only German minority living inside a ‘Germanic’ 
country. In Poland, Alsace-Lorraine and Czechoslovakia, Nazi propaganda 
spoke of ‘foreign domination’. There, the German minorities (the so-called 
Volksdeutsche, that is, ethnic Germans living outside of the Reich) were 
surrounded by racial aliens. In Denmark, by contrast, the minority lived 
among ‘racial brothers’. National economist and later National Socialist 
Karl C. Thalheim had already 1931 written, in his work on the Grenz-
landsdeutschtum (border-land Germans) that:  

The special character upon which the problem of Grenzlandsdeutschtum 
in North Schleswig is founded – in contrast to the questions arising 
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concerning our east and west borders – is the fact that the German 
Volkstum stands, here, in a border-struggle with a same-tribe, Germanic 
Volkstum (Thalheim 1931: 41).2 

This ‘special character’ at least partially explains why North Schleswig, 
alone among the parts of former Germany lost at the end of the First World 
War via plebiscite or decree, was never re-annexed or re-united with the 
Reich, despite the fact that the annulment of the Versailles treaty was the 
second point of the Nazi Party’s programme. In the eyes of the SS, in 
particular, the German–Danish border constituted not a dividing line but a 
surface of contact between two Germanic people, the Germans and the 
Danes. It was a bridge to the North – destined, it was thought, to play a 
special role in the development of the Germanic Reich.  

Shortly after the German forces had marched into Denmark, the SS 
instigated cooperation with two Danish parties: Denmark’s National 
Socialist Workers’ Party (Danmarks National Socialistisk Arbejder Parti, 
DNSAP) and the German minority’s NSDAP-N. Both were National So-
cialist; both competed for rather small memberships; both had their 
organisational point of gravity in North Schleswig (Tägil 1970: 133; Ras-
mussen 2004: 141; Djursaa 1981: 59).3 On one point, however, they differed 
fundamentally: While DNSAP found its supporters among those with Danish 
sympathies, the NSDAP-N voters were members of the German minority in 
Denmark.  

The two parties had been in opposition since the early 1930s. The bone 
of contention was the conflict between Danish and German minority 
ethnic-national – in German völkisch – aspirations (Werther 2012: 69–127). 
The leader of Denmark’s National Socialist Party, Frits Clausen, was a 
native of the region. As a nationalist he supported the Danish view in issues 
of borderland conflict, rebuffing the German minority’s demands for a 
border revision (on the DNSAP see Lauridsen 2002). As a counter-move, he 
made use of, among other things, the Nazis’ propaganda on behalf of the 
Nordic Idea, according to which, he argued, no border revision would be 
necessary: the German minority was already living in a Germanic country.  

 
2 Volkstum is untranslatable, meaning, roughly the physical and cultural essence and 
character of a given people. 
3 In 1939 the NSDAP-N received 15.9 percent, or 15,500 votes, in the Danish province 
Sønderjylland (i.e., North Schleswig). The DNSAP received 4.3 percent of the total vote 
in Sønderjylland (and 1.3 percent in the rest of the country, 31,000 votes in total). 
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The Waffen-SS began to recruit volunteers from both Danish and German 
minority nazi groups directly after the occupation in April 1940. They 
propagated the Greater Germanic Idea among both the DNSAP, the Danish 
National Socialists, and among the ‘ethnically German’ (volksdeutsche) 
minority’s NSDAP-N. This is a significant difference in recruitment when 
compared to East Europe. In the latter area, the Waffen-SS recruited 
Volksdeutsche – that is, Germans living in foreign countries – primarily on 
ethnic bases. In Denmark, to the disgust of the German minority, they were 
recruited as Germanics – that is, not as Germans, but as representing a pure 
Nordic racial type – a categorisation which put the minority on par with the 
despised Danes who were considered as equally racially pure. A Foreign 
Office statement mandated that the SS’s recruitment in North Schleswig 
“should have nothing to do with Volkstum”. Rather, Himmler tried to 
recruit especially “racially pure Nordic types” for the Waffen-SS.4 

After the occupation, North Schleswig’s ‘racial’ particularity was 
declared a guiding principle in German minority politics, not only by the SS 
Head office (SS-Hauptamt) and the SS’s VoMi, but also by the German 
Foreign Office. The closing remarks of a conference between the VoMi and 
the Foreign Office are a good example:  

Unlike the battle of Völker [Volkstumskampf] of south-eastern Europe, 
the Volksdeutsche of North Schleswig face a racially and culturally equal 
opponent. […] In attempting the overall settlement of volksdeutsche 
matters in North Schleswig, one cannot proceed from local con-
siderations [that is, from what the German minority wanted], but must 
take into account top-level political, especially Greater Germanic goals.5 

This policy left the minority-German actors little leeway. NSDAP-N leader 
Jens Möller tried to push border revision by arguing that SS’s much-
treasured designation of North Schleswig as a bridge between Germany and 
Scandinavia was possible only if the ‘Schleswig issue’ (of border revision) 
was resolved. Only as “one Schleswig under German leadership would this 
country again finally serve its real purpose: to be a bridge to the North”.6 
Möller thus tried to make the achievement of the SS’s idea of a general 
reconciliation between all Germanics, North Schleswig as the bridge 
 
4 Note from Foreign Office on the planned recruitment for the Waffen-SS in Denmark, 
16 May1939 (PKB 1953: doc. 262). 
5 Report from a volkspolitische Tagung of the Foreign Office and by representatives of the 
VoMi, 1 Oct. 1941. 
6 Report by Möller, 21 Oct. 1940 (PKB 1953: doc. 59, p. 687). 
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between “South Germanics and North Germanics”, conditional upon a 
border revision. Soon, this strategy would be elaborated in the NSDAP-N’s 
Schulungsbriefe. 

In the meantime, until Autumn 1940, the party leadership of NSDAP-N 
either opposed or ignored the Greater Germanic Idea. The fact that the SS’s 
Greater Germanic propaganda was largely directed to Scandinavians, not 
Germans, complicated the situation further. Few in the German minority 
were attracted to the SS’s idea of Nordic racial supremacy, seeing that it 
meant that they, who had German Volksangehörigkeit, would have to con-
tent themselves with being Danish citizens living in a Germanic country. 
On the contrary: as a ‘ethnic group’ or Volksgruppe, they feared that the 
Greater Germanic Idea would supplant the notion, very important to them, 
of having special status, even in Germanic Denmark, as part of the German 
Volksgemeinschaft (people’s community). After all, the only reason the SS 
gave for telling the NSDAP-N to actively support a Greater Germanic line 
was that by doing so the NSDAP-N would serve the ‘interest of the Reich’.  

Finally, the NSDAP-N leadership found itself forced to take a formal 
stance on the Greater Germanic Idea. It was not possible to staunchly refuse 
to cooperate, but NSDAP-N leaders could propose their own reading. As 
the SS ideology was quite vague in its formulation, there was room for 
interpretation (Werther 2012: 128–173). The NSDAP-N’s reinterpretation 
was particularly clear in the party’s Schulungsbriefe, which were produced in 
order to communicate the new ideological line to the party’s followers, not 
least by making ‘Germanic’ more digestible. Their interpretations of the 
Greater Germanic Idea served, on the one hand, as arguments to use against 
the SS’s unwanted demands, and, on the other, to pacify their own sup-
porters, who were deeply disappointed by the non-occurrence of a border 
revision.  

The Schulungsbriefe of the NSDAP-N 

Starting in the fall of 1940, the NSDP-N Schulungsbriefe appeared at regular 
intervals of about every one to two months. Spanning four to six printed 
pages, they were meant for internal use, for making known the current 
party position on various questions, and for recruiting to the party. The 
publication was not, however, directed towards individual party members. 
Rather, the Schulungsbriefe served the party’s propagandists, its local 
leaders, speakers and educational leaders as an instruction manual for 
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teaching party members party ideology. Certain Schulungsbriefe also 
provided concrete didactic remarks and instructions.  

By issuing such Schulungsbriefe, the leaders of the German minority 
wished to impose a homogeneous political and ideological direction upon 
the NSDAP-N, so that party members would, in the future, act in concert, at 
least on the most important issues, and so that conflicts with agencies of the 
German Reich could be avoided. Through this “inner securing” of the party, 
an “outer expansion” of the German minority group was to be achieved.7 
Referring to talks with the VoMi in December 1940, the party leadership 
formulated the goals as follows: 

The political instruction serves a double purpose. It shall give party 
comrades a weapon in their hands for the fight for their Heimat. 
Secondly, it will open their eyes to the great tasks of a new Germanic 
future and for the place of the Nordic neighbour Volk in this field of 
action.8 

The term ‘fight for the Heimat’ is a veiled allusion to border revision. Locals 
– but hopefully not the SS – would know what was meant. Intimations, cir-
cumlocutions, and metaphors were important means of getting around the 
proscription against alluding to the border question.  

Like the party, the Schulungsbriefe were very concerned with the Greater 
Germanic Idea. It was seen, at first, as an obstacle to a border revision. In 
time, however, it was treated more sympathetically, in that it increasingly 
served as a vehicle for actually advocating border revision in the teeth of 
disapproval by the occupying German forces.  

The author of the Schulungsbriefe was Asmus Wilhelm Jürgensen (1902–
72), who claimed the title Landesschulungsleiter (County Educational 
Leader) and who as of Autumn 1940 was head of the Educational Bureau 
(Schulungsamt) of the NSDAP-N. In 1943, Jürgensen took over the party’s 
Bureau for Press and Propaganda. He was also active in Waffen-SS 
recruitment in North Schleswig. Jürgensen came from South Schleswig; a 
German citizen, he had moved to North Schleswig in 1930 as a teacher. 
Here he began to write articles on border policy issues for the newspaper 
Nordschleswigsche Zeitung, and participated actively in the political organ-
 
7 Quotes from a report of the German consulate on the Leergebietstätigkeit der deutschen 
Volksgruppe. Lanwer to Gesandtschaft, 19 June 1941 (PKB 1953: doc. 72, pp. 708–9). 
8 Report by the German minority North Schleswig dated Feb. 1941, National Archives of 
Denmark (Rigsarkivet, henceforth NAD), Danica, Tyske arkivalier om Danmark, 
Auswärtiges Amt (Foreign Ministry of Germany, henceforth FMG), 388. 
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isations of the German minority. His declared goal was a border revision; 
his view of Danes was hostile enough to earn him not only the hatred of 
Danes but the reprimands of German occupational forces.9  

After the war, Jürgensen claimed that he had been entirely free to decide 
on the content of the Schulungsbriefe, that he had not had to submit them to 
the Party Council Meetings, and that only in isolated cases did he even 
“familiarise” party leader Möller with the contents. This is questionable.10 
After all, the contents of the Schulungsbriefe were meant to present the 
party’s opinion on significant and sensitive issues, issues that could decide 
the future of the German minority as Volksgruppe. However, even if Jür-
gensen had acted entirely on his own, the party leadership never expressed 
criticism of the Schulungsbriefe, and so probably approved of their content, 
at least after the fact. 

The first positions taken 

The first Schulungsbrief der NSDAP-N appeared in Autumn 1940. This 
debut issue was entitled “Our Schleswig and the Germanic Work of Adolf 
Hitler”, and explicitly discussed the Greater Germanic Idea.11  

By the summer of 1940, experience had shown the minority leadership 
that the Greater Germanic Idea was being taken more seriously than ever in 
Germany. The leaders were also informed of, and very much worried about, 
the Danish National Socialists’ cooperation with German agencies, such as 
Foreign Office and the SS. After all, they knew all too well that the Danish 
National Socialist leader, Frits Clausen, was hostile to border revision, and 
therefore feared lest he gain power and influence. Possibly, the minority 
leadership was also familiar with the content of a report by DNSAP-friendly 
representative of the SS Secret Service (SD), Eberhard Löw, and Foreign 
Office representative Gustav Meissner. This report had rejected a “terri-
torial reintegration of North Schleswig” as a death blow to “Germanic 

 
9 Statement during interrogation by Larsen and Stehr, 21 Dec. 1945 (PKB 1953, doc. 174, 
pp. 233–4); Lanwer to Kassler, 26 Nov. 1941 (ibid., doc. 77, p. 715); Lanwer to Kassler, 
17 Dec. 1941 (ibid., doc. 78, pp. 716–7) and statement by Lanwer, 1 Oct. 1946 (ibid., doc. 
175, pp. 234–5). 
10 Statement by Jürgensen during interrogation, 20 March 1946. Landsarkivet for 
Sønderjylland Aabenraa (LAA, Provincial Archives of Southern Jutland), 
Politikommandørens arkiv (PK, Archives of the Police Commander), 221. 
11 Schulungsbrief der NSDAP-N, no. 1, “Unser Schleswig und das germanische Werk 
Adolf Hitlers.” Undated, but appearing before 21 Nov. 1940 (see Noack 1975: 59, 
footnote 2). LAA, PK 324 (earlier 313) and PK 308 (published, in part, in PKB 1953: doc. 
69, pp. 701–2). 
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policy”; it would bring to naught the work of German-friendly groups. In 
the report, Löw and Meissner state that “a great task of the future” awaited 
the German minority “from inside the Danish border”.12 Indeed, that 
autumn, a NSDAP-N regional leader had openly campaigned for the 
German minority’s conciliation with the Danish National Socialists (see 
Paysen 1941). He had used the Greater Germanic Idea to justify his actions, 
and furthermore did so with the support of the SS. It was clearly time for 
the NSDAP-N to give its own interpretation to the Greater Germanic Idea, 
before the political damage became egregious.  

The Autumn 1940 Schulungsbrief, accordingly, opened by emphasising 
the self-evident leadership of Germany in the “new Europe” and the 
“Germanic space” – referring to what was termed Großraumtheorie (see 
Kletzin 2002: 41; Herbert 2001: 271–98; Blindow 1999: 58–62). This is a 
theory of geopolitical spheres of influence and interests developed by Carl 
Schmitt before the war and picked up by National Socialist ideologues. It 
explicitly contained a “right of Völker” and a “right for intervention on be-
half of Völker”, that is, intervention on behalf of members of one’s Volk 
living abroad.  

Schmitt’s theory could be used as a basis for advancing a Greater 
German Reich based on völkisch rather than racial community (Blindow 
1999: 58). We can see this in the Schulungsbriefe that show elements 
plucked from the Großraumtheorie, not least as the concept was further 
developed by SS member Werner Best (as völkische Großraumordnung, see 
Herbert 2001: 277). These theories not only legitimised Germany’s but also 
the minority Volksgruppe’s claim to leadership in the region, as part of not a 
race, but a Volk. 

The “new Europe”, so said the Autumn 1940 Schulungsbrief, was an 
“organic whole under the leadership of Germany” in which other Völker 
would be “integrated”. “The old cant of equality and equal rights of different 
Völker” was thus a thing of the past, the writer argued: As each Volk would be 
positioned differently, in the new order, according to its abilities and merit – 
as are individuals within a human community – “unfailingly, in the new great 
Völkergemeinschaften that arise there will be leaders and followers”. Germans, 
unsurprisingly, were identified as the “leader Volk” in Germanic space. 
Germany was “the largest Germanic unit in the new Greater Germanic space. 
The right to leadership comes to Germany because of its size and merit”. The 

 
12 Note from Meissner and Löw on the political situation in Denmark, 10 July 1940 (PKB 
1954: doc. 63, pp. 126ff). 
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word “integrated” combined with the entitlement to “leadership” made it 
clear that in the eyes of the German minority, the future ought to entail a 
subordination of other “Germanic Völker” to Germany.  

After having settled the question of leadership in Europe, the Schulungs-
brief devoted itself to the Heimat – that is, the region in which the German 
minority lived – noting that the party comrades had a dual task: As German 
North Schleswigians they had to “fight for a German Heimat” while as 
German National Socialists they also had “to contribute to the remaking of 
the Greater Germanic Empire”.  

At first, it might seem that fulfilment of one task would exclude the 
fulfilment of the other. Whoever fights for a German North Schleswig 
steps into a battle position against the Danes and thereby harms the 
Greater Germanic efforts. Whoever, on the other hand, takes a position 
for the Greater Germanic idea must withdraw as a national adversary of 
Danes in the border land.13 

This astute analysis of the situation was, however, immediately repudiated. 
The text continued: “This conception is fundamentally erroneous. It can 
only be argued by someone who does not know our Heimat”. In that 
sentence, the NSDAP-N Schulungsbrief rejected the judgment of any 
outside powers (including the SS) on the irreconcilability of these two ideas, 
for it held that outsiders lacked the knowledge necessary to appraise the 
North Schleswig situation. The Schulungsbrief went on to emphasise that 
each minority leader had obligations towards the German North Schles-
wigians, “whose whole longing and whose whole hope [was] the Reich”, 
that is, for a border revision. This, one could not deprive them of. At the 
same time, however, there were obligations to the Führer. As his followers, 
one must keep in sight and fight for the “great task of our time” (that is, the 
Greater Germanic Reich). 

The obvious impossibility of fighting both for making North Schleswig a 
part of Germany and the “creation of the Greater Germanic Reich” was 
vehemently denied. On the contrary, the writer claimed, “the fulfilment of 
the one task is necessary in order to fulfil the second”, for the “road to the 
North […] always [has gone] through Schleswig, never around Schleswig”. 
The Schulungsbrief writer followed SS doctrine in describing the military 
occupation of Denmark as necessitating a further ideological conquest:  

 
13 “Unser Schleswig und das germanische Werk Adolf Hitlers” (note 11). 
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If the Greater Germanic community under German leadership is to 
come into existence, then this world view must be victorious also in the 
North. It is no use to integrate these Völker merely on the surface; they 
must also be won over inwardly.14 

The necessity of executing a border revision before going on to the Greater 
Germanic community was justified by arguing that the ‘Schleswig Question’ 
poisoned the relationship between Germans and Danes. In the Schulungs-
brief it was argued, that only if a solution to this problem was found – and 
here, only a “German solution” (border revision) was conceivable – could 
the North be brought to believe in a “Germanic community”. North Schles-
wig had always been a “bridge between the Germanic south and the 
Germanic north”, the Schulungsbrief continued, and if it was to fulfil this 
function again, a border revision was mandatory. The völkische work of the 
German minority was therefore, the author claimed, in fact, “in a great 
measure a service to the Greater Germanic Reich of Adolf Hitler”.  

There was, thus, no attempt to launch a complete rejection of the Greater 
Germanic Idea. Instead, the NSDAP-N tried to portray itself as an advocate 
of the idea while imbuing it with its own political goals. In order not to be 
forced to give up the demand for a border revision, the Schulungsbriefe 
redefined the German minority’s ultimate goal, claiming that border 
revision was only an (unavoidable) way-station towards the Greater 
Germanic Reich. The party could thus keep its original goal, yet still appear 
as openly faithful, Germanic-thinking National Socialists striving for 
Greater Germanic fulfilment. 

In a subsequent Schulungsbrief, the party rank and file was appeased with 
the promise that the NSDAP-N would not lose sight of the role of what it 
termed the “every-day German völkisch detail work in the border land” 
despite “larger political contexts”. This alludes to the German minority’s 
self-defined role as the protector of Germanness (Deutschtum) in the border 
region. It was even understandable, it was emphasised, if, “in light of the 
general situation” the man-in-the-street Volksgruppe member often had 
difficulty understanding the leadership’s position. But the writer was 
adamant on one thing: the new direction was “no about-turn”. Rather, the 
party was “placing an old task within [the scope of] a greater, far-reaching 
responsibility. We revive the old German task within a greater project”. The 
NSDAP-N-leadership had, it was claimed, merely “raised the narrow 

 
14 Ibid. 
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Schleswig question to the breadth of future Europe”, thus uniting “the 
development of our own position […] with cooperation for the creation of a 
community of fate that included all German Völker”. The Volksgruppe 
would not shirk this greater, double task.15  

This is a clear example of how party publicists attempted to reconcile SS 
policy with the party’s own goals, and justify a political-ideological shift in 
position to party supporters. After the war, a former NSDAP-N official 
stated that what he now called his “policy of reconciliation” had, in fact, led 
to “a rather fierce [negative] reaction within the minority”. He had, indeed, 
been forced to explain himself at various party educational evenings, the so-
called Schulungsabende.16 

‘Völkisch hierarchy’ rather than ‘Germanic equality’ 

With the slogan “without [border] revision, no German–Danish under-
standing”, the Schulungsbriefe made a clear qualitative distinction between 
Volk and race. This distinction they turned into a rhetorical tool, repeatedly 
emphasising that, although the Danes were indeed the Germans’ racial 
equals, they were still inferior as a Volk. It is probably because of their 
investment in the distinction between Volk and race that the NSDAP-N 
neither publicly, nor in its communications with the SS, took advantage of 
being the only German minority that also had a ‘Nordic affiliation’, and 
thus a very high racial status. Perhaps an open endorsement of the SS racial 
theory’s description of them as a ‘Nordic minority’ might have brought 
them substantial benefits. After all, the maps of the SS racial scientists 
showed a high concentration of ‘Nordic blood’ in North Schleswig, which 
confirmed the racial superiority of the minority not only over many so-
called Volksgenossen from the Reich, but also and especially over German 
minorities in east and south-east Europe.  

Of course, the NSDAP-N also brought up ‘race’ and ‘racial equality’. 
After all, the concepts were essential to the Greater Germanic Idea. Each 
time the term occurred, however, the Schulungsbriefe would immediately 
tack on an explicit reference to the category of Völker. This was, in fact, the 
minority’s ideological last-ditch position. Not even the SS could breach its 
ramparts. The Schulungbriefe thus advanced the Volksgemeinschaft to 
counter the SS’s (imagined) racial Germanic community. Only this would 

 
15 Schulungsbrief 2nd Series, no. 1, “Die Revolution der Grenzlandhaltung.” LAA, PK 221. 
16 Statement during interrogation by Jürgensen, 20 March 1946. LAA, PK 221.  
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allow them, as Germans, to escape the embrace of the hated racial confreres, 
the borderland Danes.  

Accordingly, Volk appears again and again. As a key NSDAP-N formu-
lation puts it, “National socialism is the natural recognition of the 
Volksgemeinschaft”. The latter was defined as a “God-given unity”17 and the 
“cornerstone of a new world order”.18 A later Schulungsbrief even speaks of a 
“völkischen era”, in which the “Volk […] is the first and decisive factor”.19 By 
declaring the primacy of the Volk, further, the NSDAP-writer could explain 
why, despite the demands of the SS, when it came to the “German task in 
North Schleswig […] nothing [has] changed”.20 For this task meant, above 
all, holding fast to the position of Deutschtum. According to the author, the 
victory and breakthrough of National Socialism was dependent on the 
strength of the German Volk. For this reason, no “position must be lost, 
even vis-à-vis a blood-related Volk” (i.e., the Danes). The German minority 
was, in short, to continue its völkisch crusade. This would have to be done, 
the author claimed, as long as Greater Germanic unity was not yet “reality” 
– that is, not in the foreseeable future.21 In the meantime, according to 
NSDAP-N: 

Humans as individuals are equal. Germans and Danes have the same 
blood in their veins. What made them distinctive, today, in terms of 
value, as well, is the [relative] strength of the völkischen community to 
which they belong.22 

In Schulungsbrief no. 2, which has the title “Volkstum als tragende Kraft” 
(The Fundamental Power of Volkstum), the NSDAP-N position is expressed 
with exceptional clarity.23 The Schulungsbrief took up other areas re-
conquered and formally re-annexed by the Germans, such as the Saarland, 
Sudetenland, Memelland, and Danzig. All of these were seen as models for 
North Schleswig. In these areas, although re-annexation lay with Hitler, the 
ground had been laid by the extensive efforts of the local German 
minorities, the writer claimed. “The German minority prepares for the de-
 
17 Schulungsbrief der NSDAP-N, no. 2, ca. Dec. 1940, “Das Volkstum als tragende Kraft.” 
LAA, PK 308. 
18 “Die Revolution der Grenzlandhaltung” (note 15). 
19 Schulungsbrief 2nd series, no. 9, “Zwischen Winter und Sommer.” LAA, PK 308. 
20 “Die Revolution der Grenzlandhaltung” (note 15). 
21 “Die Revolution der Grenzlandhaltung” (note 15). 
22 Schulungsbrief no. 7, “Das deutsch-dänische Verhältnis”, undated, appeared in mid-
1941. 
23 “Das Volkstum als tragende Kraft” (note 17). 
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cision through their völkischen efforts, the Führer makes the decision”. It 
was “therefore idle to talk” – at least, at present – “about border-revision 
plans and border-moving deadlines”. Rather, the North-Schleswig problem 
had to be brought to a state of “völkischer Reife” (völkisch ripeness). The task 
of the German minority was therefore to “consolidate and carry forward our 
Volkstum”. In this, unsurprisingly, the party was to function as the “exter-
nally tautly organised and internally unified and aligned elite troop” of the 
German minority.  

The hope for a border revision was thus explicitly nourished (“the fight 
for Schleswig goes on”) and tied to party discipline (“obedience toward the 
party leader”). If this could be made to sound convincing, even those who 
disliked the Greater Germanic Idea would stay with the NSDAP-N – 
indeed, party leaders hoped to expand party membership.  

The relationship to the Danish national socialists  

The next step for this second Schulungsbrief was to deal with the notion, 
inherent in the Greater Germanic Idea, that the NSDAP-N should 
cooperate with the Danish National Socialists. Here, the writer continued to 
emphasise the differences between ‘race’ (which would put Danes on par 
with Germans) and Volk (which would not), again claiming that borderland 
leadership fell naturally to the German minority.  

Our struggle is for all the people living in our [North Schleswig] Heimat. 
They are all of the same blood. The theory of [different] German and 
Danish blood is a fairytale. There is no such thing as German and 
Danish blood. We are racially alike and therefore equal in value. The 
equality thus refers to race, not to Volk. As Volk we are superior to the 
Danish Volk. Our Volksgemeinschaft is greater, younger, more vigorous, 
and has more growth potential, that cannot be denied. Our relationship 
to the Danish National Socialists is thus given.24 

It was given, this means, that the German minority NSDAP-N could never 
simply join the ranks of Scandinavian Nazi parties. Supposed racial equality 
was overridden by a hierarchy of Völker. This was, in fact, an entirely ‘un-
Germanic’ interpretation of SS ideology; the SS held that common race was 
exactly what would overcome traditional ethnic and national conflicts 
between all Germanic tribes. Nor could the SS support the claim to völkisch 

 
24 “Das Volkstum als tragende Kraft” (note 17), italics in the original. 
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superiority; it would end any Danish attraction to the glamour of the SS 
idea of a single Greater Germanic Reich (and also, incidentally, end the 
recruitment of Danes to the Waffen-SS).  

However, the NSDAP-N’s idea of a leading position for Germans within 
the Germanic Reich had, in fact, wide currency. Even within the SS, 
Germany and the Germans were often visualised as being, at least, a sort of 
‘nucleus’ of the Greater Germanic Reich. This idea recurred in later 
Schulungsbriefe, which explicitly argued that the German minority in North 
Schleswig should take a clear leadership position.25 

As the author of the second Schulungsbrief put it, a völkische distinction, 
even within National Socialist movements, between Danes, Norwegians, 
Germans, etc., would always remain.  

There is no international National Socialism. National Socialism is 
völkisch-specific. It [National Socialism] is indeed possible, even neces-
sary, for all Germanic Völker. But each Volk will then shape National 
Socialism as political reality according to its own völkisch characteristics. 
That is, there will then be [distinctive] German, Danish, Dutch National 
Socialist Volksgemeinschaften, each with its own völkisch imprint.26 

Here, the writer establishes the existence of ‘völkisch variations’ within 
National Socialism, a distinction entirely consistent with the above quote’s 
definition of the relationship between National Socialism and Volk. From 
this it follows, in turn, that the various Germanic National Socialist Volks-
gemeinschaften are far from equal in value or status: “They [the other 
Völker] are in a Germanic space under the leadership of Germany. The 
German National Socialist Volk is the Führervolk in the Greater Germanic 
space.” At this point, finally, a reference was made to North Schleswig: “To 
this National Socialist German Volk we belong.” “Who,” the writer con-
cludes, would, under these circumstances, “give up their place among the 
Führervolk in order to be integrated in the ranks of a Volk that marches as a 
follower of us.” The omission of a question mark at the end of this sentence 
anticipates the answer. No member of the Führervolk would ever desert 
ranks to join Frits Clausen’s Danish Nazi party. Quite the contrary: “The 

 
25 See, in this context, Schulungsbrief der NSDAP-N, no. 3, “Der Norden und Wir” 
(undated, probably published Feb. 1941), LAA, PK 308. For dates, see the “Bericht der 
deutschen Volksgruppe North Schleswig”, Feb. 1941, NAD, FMG 388. 
26 “Das Volkstum als tragende Kraft” (note 17). 
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stronger had the right to lead” and “strength comes not from the numbers, 
but depends on völkisch power and vigour”. 27  

The quality trumps quantity argument was, of course, particularly useful 
to Germans living in North Schleswig. They were, after all, a very small 
minority. Germany’s leadership role in the Greater Germanic Reich had 
been justified (by the same author) by references to, amongst other things, 
“the size of its Volksgemeinschaft”. But in North Schleswig, quality was what 
mattered: 

All Germanic National Socialists who with us and through us fight for a 
new Europe are our comrades. We reach out our hand to them for 
common fight and victory. But we do not thereby forget that we are part 
of the Führervolk.28 

The degeneration of the North  

The innate, qualitative superiority of the German minority to the Danes was 
explained, not only by referring to the high-quality völkisch essence of the 
minority, but to the degeneration from an earlier Germanic high-mark 
status by the Danes, as well. An alleged “Germanic alienation” had taken 
place in Denmark. The entire North had come “under the influence of the 
liberal West” and lost “its Germanic face”. This is why so many Scan-
dinavians – so lectured a Schulungsbrief – fallaciously held that “Nordic 
character and democracy were one and the same thing”, thus disclaiming 
the “real Nordic world”. As a result, there was a “battle between liberal-
Jewish influence of the West and the real Germanic North”. The German 
minority, part, evidently, of the “real Germanic North”, was fighting the 
Danish “democratic leaders” because these were “knowingly hindering the 
reshaping of the Germanic space”. While the “degenerative Jewish forces 
were allowed official advantage” north of the German border, “the vigorous 
powers of the Germanic space” found a refuge and Heimat in Germany.29 A 
minority Waffen-SS volunteer wrote in a reader’s letter to the minority 
magazine Der SK-Mann that “certainly the soldier spirit is anchored in the 
blood of the Germanic Völker, but the example of our Danish neighbours 
clearly shows that it perishes if it is not cared for” (Ein Brief 1943). 

 
27 “Das Volkstum als tragende Kraft” (note 17). 
28 “Das Volkstum als tragende Kraft” (note 17). 
29 “Der Norden und Wir” (note 25).  
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Now the “North’s Moment of Fate” had come, as the title of yet another 
Schulungsbrief put it.30 Denmark must follow the example shown by Nor-
way’s Quisling, turn away from England and abandon pan-Scandinavia-
nism. The latter was a failed movement, degenerate not least because it 
excluded Germany. “In the storm of the present day, the pale shadow of a 
150-year-old Scandinavianism is wiped out.” Thus, the German minority’s 
battle of Völker, the Volkstumskampf against the Danes, was vindicated even 
from a Greater Germanic point-of-view. The very willingness of Germans 
to accept the idea of a Greater Germanic community showed their völkisch 
superiority to their blood brothers.  

The Danes considered minority Deutschtum as “artificially fostered” 
(according to the Schulungsbrief entitled “The North and Us”).31 The 
Germans, by contrast, were willing to accept the fact that  

the two Volkstum, divided for more than a thousand years, have grown 
on Germanic-common land. Germans and Danes are thus, with respect 
to race and history, equal and have equal rights to the Schleswig land.  

The Germans’ ability to propagate this, it was argued, showed “the great 
moral superiority of the German position”. Even when working against 
Danes in the “battle for the [North Schleswig] Heimat”, the German mino-
rity was conscious of the “common history of all Germanics”. Thus, they 
admitted to “equal racial rights”, but at the same time – and here a central 
thesis is repeated – claimed, by dint of that very admission, “great völkisch 
superiority”.32  

The Danes had, as a Schulungsbrief put it, continually sabotaged German 
attempts to raise German–Danish competition to a dignified, chivalrous 
level, a struggle between near-equals. Long before the German occupation, 
the author claimed, younger men among the German minority had ad-
vanced the idea of equal rights between Danes and Germans, attempting to 
raise the tone and nature of the border contest to the level of a “knightly 
contest”. But the Danes had, according to the writer, ignored these over-
tures. As a result, blame could not fall on the German minority for the 
Danish–German divisions within the North Schleswig Heimat.33 

 
30 Schulungsbrief der NSDAP-N, no. 12, “Die Schicksalsstunde des Nordens”, LAA, PK 308. 
31 See note 25. 
32 “Der Norden und Wir” (note 25).  
33 “Die Revolution der Grenzlandhaltung” (note 15). 
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In this manner, three birds were shot with one logical arrow. First, the 
völkische superiority of German minority North Schleswigians could be 
derived from its alleged Germanic attitude and the Germanic ideology. 
Second, the accusation that the minority had divided the Heimat was not 
only repudiated, but turned back against the accusers. Third, the Volkstums-
kampf was legitimised. It was, perhaps, fought against Germanics, but 
against degenerate Germanics who did not act in a Germanic manner. The 
minority, by contrast, had made the Germanic Idea into a guiding “prin-
ciple for their practical conduct”: they had “abandoned any discussion of 
the border” and instead “concentrated on the inner [spiritual, cultural] 
work”. They had started “a free cultural competition between the two 
Völker”. By contrast, the Danes’ Volkstumspolitik was wholly “negative”, its 
objective “absorption” of the German minority – that is, “elimination by 
finer means”.34 

The high culture of the ‘real’ Germanics was further elaborated. Unlike 
the Danes, for instance, the German minority had always possessed the 
“secure anchor in their völkische identity” necessary to appreciate, for 
example, really valuable Northern contributions, such as books by Knut 
Hamsun. It was the minority that had held open the “door to the North” 
despite conflicts in the Heimat. The German North Schleswigian, it was 
claimed, acknowledged “as a matter of course, the racial equality of the 
opponents and thus the Germanic blood brotherhood”.35 Possessing “the 
broader outlook and finer sense of responsibility”, the minority was equal to 
taking on the burden of leadership in the border land.36 This was not a 
question of tyranny; rather, the rule of the sage, who reaches out and cares 
for his spiritually backwards brother, showing him the way: “we do not wish 
to repress our Germanic brother nations in the North, but rather to have 
them ascend with us to new tasks and new grandeur.”37 

Conclusion: The ‘unimaginable community’ 

In a new edition of his classic work, in an added chapter on the inter-
pretation of the National-Socialist state, Ian Kershaw brings up the fact that 
recent scholars take National Socialist racial ideology seriously as a major 
driving force. He sees this is as the most important paradigm-change in 

 
34 “Die Revolution der Grenzlandhaltung” (note 15).  
35 “Der Norden und Wir” (note 25).  
36 “Die Revolution der Grenzlandhaltung” (note 15). 
37 “Der Norden und Wir” (note 25).  
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research on the Nazis (Kershaw 1999: 394). This ‘primacy of ideology’ view 
had already been advanced in the case of various parts of the SS (Wildt 
2003: 863; Heinemann 2003: 18). Despite its absurdities and contradictions 
the Greater Germanic Idea and the efforts to implement it cannot be 
relegated to the land of fantasies. Michael Salewski admonishes us not to 
give in to the impulse to ridicule: all this had, in fact, “deadly” impact 
(Salewski 1991: 203). 

In fact, in National Socialist praxis, the logic of racism, and the primacy 
of racial ideology often successfully challenged the dictates of ‘political 
rationality’. Racial ideology lay behind arguments for forced labour and 
wars of extermination. Yet it did not suffice to convince a German minority 
of the “historic necessity” of the Germanic racial community, even though 
this minority in other respects willingly conformed to, or internalised, the 
German Third Reich’s values and wishes. 

The examples and analyses discussed above show why this might be; and 
shows, as well, the creativity exhibited by minority ideologues when 
pursuing their oppositional goals. The result was the elaboration of a new 
ideological minority orientation which could conform to German demands 
without giving up their fundamental commitment to border revision. 

Politically, Himmler’s supranational Greater Germanic visions placed 
the minority party in a dilemma, as national identity – that is, reunification 
with Germany – was a constituent of their members’ self conception. The 
supranational element of the Greater Germanic Idea was also the main 
cause of resistance on the part of the minority-German National Socialists, 
who refused the SS’s efforts to re-make them as Germanic – or worse still, as 
Danish.  

In contrast to Germans living in Germany, the minority was actually 
forced to choose between Volk and race (this is at least how they experien-
ced it); indeed, a large part of the conflict between the German minority 
and the SS was caused by a clash between an established imagined people’s 
community (Volksgemeinschaft) and the imposed imagined racial com-
munity (Rassengemeinschaft). The nationalist devil could, it turned out, not 
be driven out by the Germanic Beelzebub. The construct of a Greater Ger-
manic Reich was, for the Volksdeutsche of North Schleswig, in a refor-
mulation of Benedict Anderson’s (1983) famous phrase – an ‘unimaginable 
community’.  

 



(Above) German solders 
passing hailing bystanders in 
the city of Aabenraa, Denmark, 
12 April 1940 (Photo: 
Museum Sønderjylland, ISL 
/ Photographer: Ludwig von 
Münchow)

(Left) Publications of the 
German minority in Denmark: 
The “Schulungsbrief ” (Photo-
grapher: Steffen Werther)



Publications of the German minority in Denmark: “Der Nationalsozialismus … im Grenz-
land” (Photographer: Steffen Werther)
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